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3TaroT: new releases

Royo Dark 
Tarot
Luis Royo
78 cards, 66x120 mm, 
instructions
Multilingual edition
CoDe: eX194

Deep, powerful, erotic fan-
tasy. From the art of Luis Royo, 
undisputed master of fantasy 
illustration, a new Tarot deck, 
illustrated in all 78 cards, opens 
the door to a gothic, bloody, 
arousing and surprisingly ten-
der universe. 

Release FebRuaRy 2012

978-886527123-0



4 TaroT: new releases

Michelangelo 
Tarot
Guido Zibordi Marchesi
78 cards, 66x120 mm, 
instructions
Multilingual edition
CoDe: eX195 

The immortal art of Michelan-
gelo inspires a Tarot deck. The 
human figure seen at the peak 
of its physical power, captured 
in the middle of movement, 
in the eternal research for an 
higher truth able to transcend 
the human limits and the 
material world. After the 
Botticelli and the Klimt Tarot, a 
new homage from Lo Scarabeo 
to the Art.

Release FebRuaRy 2012

978-886527124-7



5TaroT: new releases

Sacred Sites 
Tarot
Massimiliano Filadoro, 
artwork by Federico Penco
78 cards, 66x120 mm, 
instructions
Available in: I, Uk, F, Es, D

CoDe: eX196

From the beginning of time, 
some places in the world 
have been special. Their con-
nection to the divine and the 
mystical energies of the world 
was recognized in the course 
of centuries. Some remained 
places of unparalleled natural 
beauty, some used to be places 
of worship in ancient times and 
some are still used today, their 
energy felt by millions each 
year. Through five continents, 
the art of Federico Penco and 
the pen of Massimiliano Fila-
doro connect the eternal ener-
gies of the world to the eternal 
wisdom of Tarot. 

Release May 2012

978-886527125-4
978-886527126-1
978-886527127-8
978-886527128-5
978-886527129-2



6 TaroT: new releases

Dark Fairytale 
Tarot
Raffaele De Angelis
78 cards, 66x120 mm, 
instructions
Available in: I, Uk, F, Es, D

CoDe: eX197

The ubiquitos, ambiguous, 
twilight world of Fairy. More 
then a Fairytale, more than a 
dream, this deck is a fascinating 
journey into love and epic, into 
pain and fear, into the deepest 
magical roots of each human 
emotion. The masterful art of 
Raffaele De Angelis opens the 
gate and allow us to glimpse a 
little of the Fairy realm.

Release May 2012

978-886527130-8
978-886527131-5
978-886527132-2
978-886527133-9
978-886527134-6



7TaroT: new releases

The Book of  
Shadows Tarot, 
Volume I: “as above”

Barbara Moore, 
artwork by Grzegorz Krysin-
ski and Simone Gabrielli
78 cards, 66x120 mm, 
instructions
Available in: I, Uk, F, Es, D

CoDe: eX198

The Volume I of a Tarot master-
piece, from best selling author 
Barbara Moore. “As above”, the 
first of two Tarot decks dedi-
cated to the Pagan Spiritual-
ity expresses the teachings, the 
beliefs and the Wiccan vision of 
divinity and the Universe.
It is a Book of Shadows, but 
it’s not written with words. It’s 
a personal journey of recogni-
tion, magic and divination. 
Volume II, “so below” will be 
published in 2013.

Release septeMbeR 2012

978-886527135-3
978-886527136-0
978-886527137-7
978-886527138-4
978-886527139-1



9TaroT: new releases 

Alchemy ™ 
1977 england 
Tarot
Alchemy
78 cards, 60x110 mm, 
instructions
Multilingual edition
CoDe: FoU05 

The gothic art and the power-
ful images of the Alchemy 
collection find their way to a 
compelling Tarot deck. Skulls, 
black roses, cruel swords and 
witchcraft pentacles are the 
gates to the world of Alchemy.

Release JanuaRy 2012

Anne Stokes 
Gothic Tarot
Anne Stokes
78 cards, 60x110 mm, 
instructions
CoDe: FoU06

From award winner fantasy il-
lustrator Anne Stokes, a power-
ful gothic Tarot deck, filled with 
Dragons, Fairies, and creatures 
of the night. The black clad 
cards follow the traditional 
Tarot and are fully illustrated 
also in the minors.

Release JanuaRy 2012

8420707417208

8420707415907



11TaroT: 2011 releases 

The Tarot  
of Fire
Floreana Nativo, 
artwork by Franco Rivolli
78 cards, 66x120 mm, 
instructions
Available in: Uk+F, I+D, Uk+Es

CoDe: eX185 

The birth of fire revived through 
the myths of the people: the sa-
cred fire of religions, the pagans 
fires of sacrifices, the illuminat-
ing fires of understanding.
In the vortex of the flames 
we come into contact with 
the mysteries of creation and 
destruction, lighting our minds 
with a spark of knowledge.

Wheel of the 
Year Tarot
Maria Caratti, 
artwork by Antonella Platano
78 cards, 66x120 mm, 
instructions
Available in: Uk+F, I+D, Uk+Es

CoDe: eX186

The Wheel of the Year Tarot ush-
ers us through the four seasons – a 
passage of time marked by hope, 
abundance, reflection, and rebirth 
Vibrant watercolor imagery, rich 
in detail and symbolism, transport 
us to a timeless realm steeped in 
the beauty and wisdom of nature.

978-886527064-6

978-886527067-7

978-886527065-3

978-886527069-1

978-886527072-1

978-886527070-7



12 TaroT: 2011 releases 

Law of  
Attraction 
Tarot
Marina Roveda, 
artwork by Simone Gabrielli
78 cards, 66x120 mm, 
instructions
Available in: Uk+F, I+D, Uk+Es

CoDe: eX187 

Our lives are governed by the 
Law of Attraction, a powerful 
reality that we can learn to 
understand and to use to create 
what we desire. These cards help 
shape our desires by identifying 
our highest good and our best 
lives and then guiding us through 
the journey of creating it.

Minchiate
Florence, XVIII century
97 cards, 57x104 mm, hardbox, 
book of instructions
Multilingual edition

CoDe: eX188 

The Minchiate are the most 
fascinating form of Tarot ever 
created. 
Composed of 97 cards, they 
include the traditional Tarot 
joined by cards representing 
the Signs, the Planets, and the 
Virtues. This edition is designed 
to delight the most exacting 
collector and all lovers of beauty 
by reproducing one of the most 
beautiful decks in history. Each 
card, etched and painted by 
hand, is a true artistic jewel, rich 
in symbols and refined allegory.

978-886527078-3

978-886527081-3

978-886527079-0

978-886527083-7



13TaroT: 2011 releases 

Tarot of the 
Silicon Dawn
Egypt Urnash
97 cards, 57x104 mm, 
hardbox, book of instructions
Multilingual edition,  
spot UV special effects

CoDe: eX189 

In this new era, where man lives 
symbiotically with technology 
and media, new instruments 
are required to decode a reality 
that is continuously and rapidly 
changing. In this deck, 90 Ar-
cana represent the spirit of the 
modern age.  The companion 
book reveals its secrets.

Ludy Lescot 
Tarot
Ludy Lescot, artwork by 
Patrizio Evangelisti
78 cards, 66x120 mm, 
instructions
Multilingual edition
CoDe: eX190 

Ludy Lescot is a young  esoteric and 
student of the arts, who one could 
meet on the streets in the French 
Quarter of New Orleans during the 
summer. Ludy is very shy, but she 
unexpectedly gained renown when 
a few famous personalities declared 
that they were “saved” thanks to 
her valuable advice. 
By faithfully following Ludy’s notes 
and sketches, Patrizio  Evangelisti 
designed a fascinating tarot deck 
with great symbolic power and 
expression, capable of touching the 
hearts of all who use it.

978-886527084-4

978-886527105-6



14 TaroT: 2011 releases 

Universal 
Transparent 
Tarot
Pierluca Zizzi, artwork by 
Roberto De Angelis
79 cards, 66x120 mm, 
instructions
Multilingual edition, transparent 
material
CoDe: eX191 

78 innovative cards that 
although invisible themselves 
reveal hidden secrets. This deck 
allows for the superimposition 
of up to six cards that come 
together to create a mosaic, an 
entirely new card. The Trans-
parent Tarot invites an active 
reading based on free will. By 
exchanging or substituting 
certain cards, desires, choices, 
actions and life transformations 
are represented and possible 
futures examined.

Tarot of the 
Mystic Spiral
Giovanni Pelosini, artwork by 
Giuseppe Palumbo
78 cards, 66x120 mm, 
instructions
Available in: I, Uk, F, Es, D

CoDe: eX192 

The eternal search for knowledge 
and wisdom is symbolized by the 
spiral. In the Universe the spiral is 
found in the galaxies and in DNA, 
in the sacred geometry used in 
the construction of the pyramids 
and the gothic cathedrals; in the 
mathematical constants, in the 
alchemist’s formulas and in the 
movements of the whirling der-
vishes: in art and in science.

978-886527109-4

978-886527114-8
978-886527115-5
978-886527116-2
978-886527117-9
978-886527118-6
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BT39

BT40

BT41

BT42

TaroT baG: new releases

Celtic Tree
Velvet, embroided, 200x200 mm
CoDe: BT39 

A New Age symbol of elegance 
and mystic power. Yellow thread 
over green velvet, in the perfect 
shape to hold and contain your 
most precious Tarot deck.  

Release FebRuaRy 2012

978-886527145-2

Magic Star
artwork by Luca Russo
Satin, printed, 160x225 mm

CoDe: BT40 

The pentacle, the star, 
the energy. Illustrated 
by Luca Russo, in rich 
satin, a magical symbol 
to protect and empower 

your Tarot deck.

Release FebRuaRy 2012 

978-886527146-9

Moon Fairy
artwork by 
Raffaele De Angelis
Satin, printed, 160x225 mm
CoDe: BT41

A little of Fairy power for Your 
Tarot deck. For protection and 
a little bit of mischief.

Release FebRuaRy 2012

978-886527147-6

Black Cat
Satin, printed, 160x225 mm
CoDe: BT42 

Three lives of smart, 
two lives of magic, one 

life of mystery and three 
more lives of wisdom. A black 
cat satin pouch to hold your 
precious decks.

Release FebRuaRy 2012

978-886527148-3
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BT36BT35

BT38BT37

TP07

TaroT baG and TaroT MaT 2011 new releases 

Wicca
Velvet, embroided, 200x200 mm
CoDe: BT35 

A velvet pouch, purple over 
purple with the moon and the 
pentacle star intertwined. A bit 
of Pagan magic to hold your 
deck.

Rose Hand
artwork by Luca Russo
Satin, printed, 160x225 mm
CoDe: BT36 

A lavishly elegant gothic bag, 
printed in white and scarlet red 
over a rich black fabric. The 
Rose and the Hand... an offer-
ing and a promise.

Smiling Moon
Velvet, embroided, 200x200 mm
CoDe: BT37

The ageless face of the Moon 
will smile at you, over a starry 
night, from this wonderful 
velvet pouch.

Sacred  
Priestess
artwork by Grzegorz 
Krysinski
Satin, printed, 160x225 mm
CoDe: BT38 

The High Priestess image from 
the Book of Shadows Tarot 
deck, is portrayed with a Triple 
Goddess Moon symbol on 
her forehead, holding a silver 
chalice and a golden athame. 
Over her, the symbol of the Tao 
shines like a moon, as she calls 
down the power of opposition, 
to reach wholeness.

Astrology
Velvet, embroided, 80x80 cm
CoDe: TP07

This very large (80x80 cm) vel-
vet cloth is perfect for Your read-
ings everywhere. It’s velvet and 
embroided with gold astrological 
signs. It will allow you to create 
a sacred space for your readings 
every time and everywhere, also 
protecting your cards from get-
ting dirty or mottled.

978-886527053-0

978-886527054-7

978-886527055-4

978-886527056-1
978-886527111-7



17divinaTion card: new releases

egyptian 
oracle Cards
Pierluca Zizzi, artwork by 
Severino Baraldi
52 cards, 88x125 mm, hardbox, 
128 pages book of instructions
Multilingual edition
CoDe: oR01

Ancient Egypt had been the 
source of our civilization. It was 
also the source of divination 
and magic, as the first oracular 
power were born near the 
course of the Nile. Through 
the magic of Isis and Osiris, 
of Horus and Ra, of Bast and 
Sobek, through the ancient 
wisdom of Egypt, a new oracle 
of modern appeal.

Release MaRch 2012

Astrological 
oracle Cards
Lunaea Wheaterstone, 
artwork by Antonella Castelli
22 cards, 88x125 mm, hardbox, 
192 pages book of instructions
Multilingual edition
CoDe: oR02

Created with the sweetest Art 
Nouveau artwork, each Sign 
and Planet takes life and speaks 
to your intuition. More than an 
oracle deck, and more than just 
inspirational cards, the Astro-
logical oracle draws upon the 
stars to help us in our everyday 
life. 

Release MaRch 2012

 978-886527141-4

978-886527142-1



18 divinaTion card: new releases

Wiccan oracle 
Cards
Nada Mesar, Lunaea Wheat-
erstone, artwork by Chatriya 
Hemharnvibul
32 cards, 88x125 mm, hardbox, 
160 pages book of instructions
Multilingual edition
CoDe: oR03

A personal, and yet universal, 
journey to knowledge and self 
awareness. Each card visually 
captures an expect of the God 
or the Goddess and of the Wic-
can tenets and beliefs. Look at 
the cards for guidance or for 
inspiration, to find within you 
the answers to your questions.

Release septeMbeR 2012

Archangels 
oracle Cards
Adriano Buldrini
22 cards, 88x125 mm, hardbox, 
192 pages book of instructions
Multilingual edition
CoDe: oR04

Artist and esoteric scholar 
Adriano Buldrini created 22 
painting of the Archangels on 
oil, in order to capture the old-
est and most true of the angelic 
tradition and symbolism. This 
deck creates a channel between 
the human and the angelic 
divine, helping us to the light 
and to the love of the Lord.

Release septeMbeR 2012

978-886527143-8

978-886527144-5



19divinaTion card: new releases

Blue Angel 
oracle
Toni Carmine Salerno, 
artwork by Toni Carmine 
Salerno and Walter Bruneel
45 cards, 95x140 mm, hardbox, 
76 pages book of instructions. 
English edition
CoDe: TSA01

Be guided by the Blue Angel, 
Archangel Michael, to a sacred 
space within your heart that is 
full of eternal wisdom. Together 
you shall journey along path-
ways of light and experience the 
bliss and profound beauty that 
exists within the soul of creation. 

Release JanuaRy 2012

Gaia oracle
Toni Carmine Salerno
45 cards, 95x140 mm, hardbox, 
88 pages book of instructions. 
English edition
CoDe: TSA02

The early universe was simply a sea 
of particles floating through space 
and time. But over time the sea 
of particles became a sea of stars 
from which Gaia, our Earth, was 
born; a living, breathing entity; 
our Goddess, our Mother and our 
reflection. Gaia Oracle will point 
you in love’s direction and help 
you find the answers you seek.

Release JanuaRy 2012

oracle of the 
Dragonfae
Lucy Cavendish
43 cards, 95x140 mm, hardbox, 
164 pages book of instructions. 
English edition
CoDe: TSA03

Welcome to this journey through 
a world that has for too long been 
hidden from all but the most coura-
geous of searchers and mystics. On 
each of these magickal cards, you 
will be introduced to and given mes-
sages and wisdom from the bound-
less world of the Dragonfae, which 
is now ready to be seen by your eyes 
and experienced by your heart. 

Release JanuaRy 2012

978-098074065-3

978-098039837-3

978-098039834-2
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Pe33 Pe34 Pe35 Pe36 Pe37

penduluM 2011 releases

Pagan  
Pentacle Gold
7 chakra stones included, witness
CoDe: Pe33

Silver Point
With witness
CoDe: Pe34

Bloodstone 
Power
CoDe: Pe35

Silver Witness
With witness
CoDe: Pe36

egyptian 
Silver
CoDe: Pe37
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RUNe12

RUNe13 RUNe14

rune : new releases 

Haematite
25 runes set, in velvet pouch, 
with box and instructions
CoDe: RUNe12

Vigour, charisma, willpower

Release JanuaRy 2012

Golden 
Quartz
25 runes set, in velvet pouch, 
with box and instructions
CoDe: RUNe13

Well-being, optimism, spiritual 
awakening

Release JanuaRy 2012

Blue onyx
CoDe: RUNe14

Calm, inner peace, clairvoyance

Release JanuaRy 2012
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RUNe08

RUNe10

RUNe09

RUNe11

rune 2011 releases

Green 
Aventurine
25 runes set, in velvet pouch, 
with box and instructions
CoDe: RUNe08

Growth, renewal, creativity

Red Jasper
25 runes set, in velvet pouch, 
with box and instructions
CoDe: RUNe09

Protection, practicality, instinct

White onyx
25 runes set, in velvet pouch, 
with box and instructions
CoDe: RUNe10

Talent, purity, transformation

Wood  
(deluxe edition)

CoDe: RUNe11

Vitality, adaptation, patience
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Pendulum: 
power and 
magic
Roberto Gadini
Includes pendulum, 192 pages 
book and 4 cardboard quadrants.
Hardbox 132x208x32 mm
Multilingual edition (English, 
Italian, French and German)
CoDe: KIT22

A new edition for the bestsell-
ing book of Roberto Gadini. 
A precious pendulum united 
to four colorful quadrants in 
high quality cardboard, and the 
guide to use the pendulum in 
practice to find answers and 
feel energies.

Release septeMbeR 2012

seT ediTions: new releases

978-886527149-0



25seT ediTions: new releases

The Book of 
Shadows Tarot
Barbara Moore, artwork 
by Grzegorz Krysinski and 
Simone Gabrielli
Includes a 78 cards (size 66x120 
mm) Tarot deck (The Book of 
Shadows Tarot volume I, “as 
above”) and a 160 pages color 
book (size 124x198 mm).
Hardbox 132x208x50 mm
Available in: I, Uk

CoDe: KIT23 (Co047,  
ITALIAN eDITIoN)

The Kit edition contains the 
volume I “as above” of the Book 
of Shadows Tarot, and the book 
from world famous author 
Barbara Moore, explaining both 
volume I and volume II and 
how to use both decks together. 
The Kit will hold space to hold 
the Volume II “so below” once 
it will be released in 2013. This 
book is a perfect companion to 
the Book of Shadows, connect-
ing step by step with knowl-
edge, wisdom and experience 
the Wiccan journey and the 
Tarot cards.

Release septeMbeR 2012

 Italian code: Co046 

      978-886527150-6
 english code: Kit23 

      978-886527151-3



27seT ediTions 2011 releases

Law of  
Attraction 
Tarot
Marina Roveda, artwork by 
Simone Gabrielli
Includes a 78 cards (size 66x120 
mm) Tarot deck (the Law of 
Attraction Tarot) and a 160 pages 
color book (size 124x198 mm).
Hardbox 132x208x50 mm
Available in: I, Uk, Es

CoDe: KIT20  
(Co044, Italian edition; 
Kit20eS, Spanish edition)

Our lives are governed by the 
Law of Attraction, a power-
ful reality that we can learn 
to understand and to use to 
create what we desire. These 
cards help shape our desires 
by identifying our highest good 
and our best lives and then 
guiding us through the journey 
of creating it.

Dream Fairies
Bianca Luna, 
artwork by Julia Jeffrey
Includes a 12 cards (size 110x110 
mm) inspirational deck, and a 192 
pages color book (size 110x110 mm).
Hardbox 124x124x34 mm. Box 
can be used to hold a card like a 
photo frame.
Glow in the Dark special effects.
Multilingual edition

CoDe: KIT21

The Dream Fairies comprise a 
versatile and profound deck. 
During the night the cards shine, 
literally glowing in the dark. 
Connected with the wisdom of 
the zodiac, they come to our res-
cue helping interpret messages 
from our soul and our dreams. 
During the day the Fairies inspire 
reflection and share advice to 
help us deal with any situations 
and emotions that we encounter.

 english code: Co046 

      978-886527090-5
 Spanish code: Kit20es 

      978-886527082-0

 Italian code: Co044 

      978-886527089-9

978-886527110-0
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JoU16

JoU18

JoU17

JoU19

noTebook: new releases

Gothic  
Unicorn
artwork by Luca Russo
Blank journal, reporter style, 192 
pages, 99x146 mm. Hardcover. 
Special varnish cover effects and 
rubber band
CoDe: JoU17 

978-886527155-1

Zen Waves
Blank journal, lines, 200 pages, 
133x184 mm. Hardcover. Special 
varnish and silver foil cover effects
CoDe: JoU18 

978-886527156-8

Roma
Blank journal, 224 pages, 
153x212 mm. Hardcover. Special 
varnish and embossing cover effects
CoDe: JoU19 

978-886527157-5

JOu 16, 17, 18 and 19 
Release apRil 2012

Pentacle
artwork by Luca Russo
Blank journal, reporter style, 192 
pages, 99x146 mm. Hardcover. 
Special varnish and embossing 
cover effects and rubber band
CoDe: JoU16 

978-886527154-4
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JoU20

JoU21

PB02

PB01

noTebook: new releases

Celtic Fairy
artwork by Luca Russo
Blank journal, 200 pages, 
133x184 mm. Hardcover. Special 
varnish cover effects
CoDe: JoU20 

978-886527158-2

Book  
of Shadows
artwork by Luca Russo
Blank journal, lines, 224 pages, 
153x212 mm. Hardcover. Special 
varnish cover effects
CoDe: JoU21 

978-886527159-9

Moon  
phonebook
Phone and address book, 192 
pages, 99x146 mm. Hardcover. 
Special varnish and embossing 
cover effects
CoDe: PB01 

978-886527160-5 

JOu 20, 21 and pb01, pb02  

Release OctObeR 2012

Star  
phonebook
Phone and address book, 
200 pages, 133x184 mm
Hardcover. Special varnish 
and embossing cover effects
CoDe: PB02 

978-886527161-2
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JoU04

JoU08

JoU05

JoU06 JoU07

JoU09

noTebook

Stars
Blank journal, 
200 pages, 133x184 mm. 
Hardcover. Magnetic lock closure.
CoDe: JoU06 

978-886527046-2

Lunar Cycle
artwork by Luca Russo
Blank journal, 200 pages, 
133x184 mm. Hardcover. Special 
varnish and silver foil cover effects
CoDe: JoU07 

978-886527047-9

Seal
Blank journal, 224 pages, 153x212 
mm. Hardcover. Magnetic lock 
closure and special embossing 
effects.
CoDe: JoU08 

978-886527048-6

White Fairy
artwork by Gregorz Rutkowski
Blank journal, 224 pages, 153x212 
mm. Hardcover. Special varnish 
cover effects
CoDe: JoU09  

978-886527049-3

Triple Goddess
Blank journal, 192 pages, 99x146 mm
Leather cover, embossing, rubber 
band, round spine.
CoDe: JoU04 

978-886527044-8

Cat’s eye
Blank journal, 192 pages, 99x146 mm
Hardcover. Special varnish cover 
effects and rubber band
CoDe: JoU05 

978-886527045-5
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JoU10

JoU14

JoU11

JoU12 JoU13

JoU15

noTebook

Fairy Moon
Blank journal, 192 pages, 99x146 mm
Leather cover, embossing, round 
spine.
CoDe: JoU10 

978-886527058-6

Rose Hand
artwork by Luca Russo
Blank journal, 192 pages, 99x146 mm
Hardcover. Special varnish cover 
effects.
CoDe: JoU11 

978-886527059-2

Celtic Tree
Blank journal, 200 pages, 
133x184 mm. Hardcover. Mag-
netic lock closure, special varnish 
and gold foil cover effects
CoDe: JoU12 

978-886527060-8

Cat Family
Blank journal, 200 pages, 
133x184 mm. Hardcover. Special 
varnish cover effects
CoDe: JoU13 

978-886527061-5

Gilded Classic
Blank journal, 224 pages, 
153x212 mm. Hardcover. Mag-
netic lock closure, special varnish 
and gold foil cover effects
CoDe: JoU14 

978-886527062-2

Mucha
artwork by Alphonse Mucha
Blank journal, 224 pages, 
153x212 mm. Hardcover. Special 
varnish cover effects
CoDe: JoU15  

978-886527063-9
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MP01

MP02

MP03

MeMo pad 2011 releases

Fairy
artwork by Gregorz Rutkowski
Memo pad, 250 sheet, 92x92 mm
CoDe: MP01

A Fairy on the Moon in a very 
classical and discreet, but fancy 
memo pad. White paper for 
your notes and messages, and 
little of color and magic for 
your desk.

978-886527085-1

Cat
Memo pad, 250 sheet, 92x92 mm
CoDe: MP02

A memo pad for every desk. 
The Cat look at your with 
complicity and mischief and 
will bring good luck and good 
humor to every note and mes-
sage of your day. 

978-886527086-8

Pagan
Memo pad, 2370 sheet, 108x98 
mm. With drawer.
CoDe: MP03

Purple and classy, with a 
drawer to contain pencils, clips 
and other notes. Your desktop 
memo pad, but not forgetting 
your lunar spirit.

978-886527087-5
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oIN01

oIN02

oIN03

oIN04

oIN05

incenses

Champa
Incense stick, 100% natural, 
made in Italy, 33 cm long, 1 hour 
burning time
In box of 15 sticks.
CoDe: oIN01

Linked to the fourth Chakra, it 
embodies the third eye.

Dragon Blood
Incense stick, 100% natural, 
made in Italy, 33 cm long, 1 hour 
burning time
In box of 15 sticks.
CoDe: oIN02

Linked to the fifth Chakra 
(similar to the Hindu seventh 
Chakra), it is the “crown” of the 
soul.

eastern 
Dream
Incense stick, 100% natural, 
made in Italy, 33 cm long, 1 hour 
burning time
In box of 15 sticks.
CoDe: oIN03

Linked to the second Chakra, 
it is the fragrance of meditation 
and silence.

Rose
Incense stick, 100% natural, 
made in Italy, 33 cm long, 1 hour 
burning time
In box of 15 sticks.
CoDe: oIN04

Linked to the third Chakra, it’s 
the essence of the heart.

Venus  
Blossom
Incense stick, 100% natural, 
made in Italy, 23 cm long, 1 hour 
burning time
In box of 15 sticks.
CoDe: oIN05

Linked to the first Chakra, 
it’s the fragrance most closely 
linked to sexuality both for the 
male and the female.
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Tumblestone 
display unit
Contains 12 tumblestones (or 11 
tumblestones and organza pouch)
Size 296x245x179 mm (plus 
crowner)
CoDe: eSPCR

A sturdy and practical wooded 
counter display unit. It may 
contain 12 different kind of 
tumblestones, or one of the 
spot may be reserved for the 
beautiful and handy organza 
bags.

Release apRil 2012

organza 
pouch  
(for tumblestones)

Small organza pouch, purple 
color, with ribbon tie
CoDe: CRA01

In these organza elegant bags, 
the customer may place his 
own tumblestones and carry 
them around.
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crysTals and sTones

Crystals and 
Stones
Size L (2,5 to 3,5 cm) tumble-
stones. 0,5 kg pakcaging. 

Release apRil 2012

CR01 Aquamarine

CR02 Natural Agate

CR03 China Amazonite

CR04 Amethyst (Bended)

CR05 Amethyst Light

CR06 Aventurine

CR07 Carnelian

CR08
Rock Crystal 
(Hyaline Quartz)

CR09 Red Jasper

CR10 Hematite

CR11 Green Fluorite

CR12 Garnet

CR13 Petrified Wood

CR14 Tiger Eye

CR15 Tiger Eye Blue

CR16 Tiger Eye Red

CR17 Snowflake Obsidian

CR18 Citrine

CR19 Smoky Quartz

CR20 Rose Quartz

CR21 Sodalite

CR22 White Spot Sodalite

CR23 Black Tourmaline
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Firenze
artwork by Severino Baraldi
54 illustrated playing cards, 
58x88 mm, historic explanations
Multilingual edition
CoDe: PC48

The history and the monuments 
of Florence, queen among the 
cities of the Renaissance, capital 
of Italy and center for arts, sci-
ence and humanistic sciences.

Release FebRuaRy 2012

Roma
artwork by Severino Baraldi
54 illustrated playing cards, 
58x88 mm, historic explanations
Multilingual edition
CoDe: PC49

The history and the monu-
ments of the eternal city, 
from the Romans, though the 
middle ages as the capital of the 
Church, through the Baroque 
to Italian unity and today.

Release FebRuaRy 2012

978-886527165-0

978-886527166-7
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Gladiators
artwork by Severino Baraldi
54 illustrated playing cards, 
58x88 mm, historic explanations
Multilingual edition
CoDe: PC44

Leonardo  
Da Vinci
artwork by Iassen Ghiuselev 
and Atanas A. Atanassov
54 illustrated playing cards, 
58x88 mm, historic explanations
Multilingual edition
CoDe: PC45

Venezia
artwork by Severino Baraldi
54 illustrated playing cards, 
58x88 mm, historic explanations
Multilingual edition
CoDe: PC46

Milano
artwork by Severino Baraldi
54 illustrated playing cards, 
58x88 mm, historic explanations
Multilingual edition
CoDe: PC47

978-886527012-7

978-886527013-4

978-886527014-1

978-886527015-8
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Arcanum
Andrea Chiarvesio, 
Pierluca Zizzi, artwork by 
Patrizio Evangelisti
Boardgame. Hardbox size 
300x300x70 mm. Gameboard 
size 560x560 mm
Contains:  gameboard, 
21 wooden pawns, 10 wooden 
tokens, 12 player aids, rules, 
deck of 78 color cards 
(size 60x110 mm)
For 3 to 5 players, age 10+, 
60 to 90 minutes play time.
Multilingual edition
CoDe: GA01

A middle-weight strategy game, 
card driven board game with 
bluffing elements. From the 
veteran game designers Andrea 
Chiarvesio (Kingsburg, Olympus 
and Wizards of Mickey) and 
Pierluca Zizzi (Caligula), it is the 
first step of Lo Scarabeo in the 
boardgame world.
Players will represent different 
paths for Fate, and will try to 
shape the destiny of those Houses 
to best suit their goals.
The game is played with a regular 
Tarot deck, used to move the 
game pieces on the board. 
Skill, bluffing, intuition and read-
ing your opponent’s moves are all 
skills required to gain victory.
The game contains a full 78 cards 
Tarot deck, illustrated by Patrizio 
Evangelisti.

978-886527108-7


